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State of the industry:
 1999: Backstreet Boys’ Millennium and Ricky Martin
 US recorded music sales: 1160.6 million units 
 $14.58 billion 
 By 2005: 50 Cents’s Massacre
 742.7 million units (64%)
 $12.3 billion (84%)
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Why?
The usual suspects:
 piracy
 file-swapping
 corporate greed
 the prevailing economy
 inadequate sales data, and 
 alternative forms of entertainment
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But!
This trend has been around longer:
 recorded music sales as a fraction of GDP peaked in 
1921 (“broadcasting boom”)
per-person sales of recorded music peaked in 1978 
And!
 instrument sales are up
 live music sales are up
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An historical perspective
Music is a “cultural glue”
 Ritual and ceremonial purposes
 Storage and exchange of information
Thus
 It is meant to be shared freely
 It is less valuable if it is NOT shared freely
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Selling ideology
Catholic Church
 Gregorian Chants
 Resistance to instruments
 Church-devised code for storage and transmission
Thus
 Music embodies ideology
 Performance of music is attached Church ideology
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Selling power
Renaissance/Baroque:
 Patronage system
 Emphasis on the novel
 Commercial opera houses
Thus
 Music becomes a demonstration of power and influence
 Control of the best music creators determines efficacy
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Enter Copyright
Statute of Anne (1710)
 “copy” is the “sole liberty of printing and reprinting” 
 “Author” not defined
 No difference between poetry, prose, music …
Thus
 Control handed to technologists
 Copyright STILL only exists in reproducible form
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Selling Technology
Accidents, coincidences and conspiracies
 Piano + standard script = Tin Pan Alley
 Phonograph is not an effective business machine
 MySpace only takes off when symbiosis is spotted.
Thus
 Reproducing music increases technology sales
 Some technologies wither without music
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Enter Broadcasting
Define propaganda
 The Third Reich combine music with message
 Radio broadcasters combine music with messages
 Record companies align with broadcasters
Thus
 Broadcast best at selling ideology, power, technology
 Aligning broadcast with recording is powerful
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Wither broadcasting
The technological Gypsy Tap
 Cheaper production
 Cheaper distribution
 Direct-to-fan promotion
Thus
 Aligned recording and broadcast interests disrupted
 CD sales decline
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The end.
Questions?
See http://www.huge.id.au/E-book.html
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